
Kerr-Elwald

The above is felt for the Kerrs of Cessford and 
Ferniherst, but not all Kerrs.



The above feels the Kerr are Anglo-Norman

Trying to locate Ker Hall, Lancashire, House of Zair/Yair, 
Sutherland-hall.



It is felt that the Kerr are from Normany.



Kerr above is said to be Norse or Danish.



Kerr are said to be of Scandinavian origin. 

Melrose is further north.
Robert Elwald and father Alan was of Rimington, Lancashire, 1305







It is felt that the Kerr, of Cessford, and Ferinhurst, are derived from 
Scandinavian-Norman (French) stock. This tendency of families to 
migrate north are strong. It is felt that the Normans had a strong 
sense of land ownership as compared to the Armstrong and Elwald 
of the region. Gilbert is an Elwald seems to be a name which is more 
north and west then the Liddesdale Elwald, and the name Gilbert 
seems to have stronger association to the Kerr of Ferinhurst.

The Kerr are felt to be Anglo-Norman, and the Elwald are felt to be 
Anglo-Dane, and the stag symbol, Anglo-Saxon of King Elfwald.

Stag symbol could be Anglo, because that is what is in common.



Elwald and Kerr both have evidence of being in Lancashire county 
in the fourteenth century before both coming to the border region.

It is felt that the Elwald and Kerr being felt to be Anglo then meeting 
again on the borders, may have some things in common.



It is felt that there is a migration northward of the Graham, Croyser, 
Elwald, and now Kerr.  The above shows where the names of the 
Graham, Croyser and Elwald likely were brought to the border from 
or near. This locality is a region of Anglo-Saxon settlements, though 
it is felt that Croyser may be French, not necessary Norman like the 
Kerr.

Mark Elliott                                                          4/15/2013



Additions;

John Kerr, hunter of Swinhope, and Ker being derived from Old 
Norse meaning marshy land.



It is marshy around Swinhope. 

Elwald are next to Kerr on clan map.



Migration patterns of Elwald and Kerr.





Early Ker of Lancashire are Alan and John.  Alan is also an early 
Elwald name of Lancashire.

Y-DNA of Kerr compared to mine;

My Y-DNA is SEYDN.

The group of Elliott (Elwald) which am in closely compares to 
Kerrs.



Surname distribution bread crumbs are indicative of Norman origins 
for the Kerr.

Mark Elliott                                                                   5/22/2013


